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Epidemics of infectious diseases posing a serious risk to human health have occurred throughout
history. During the ongoing SARS-CoV-2 epidemic there has been much debate about policy,
including how and when to impose restrictions on behavior. Under such circumstances policymakers
must balance a complex spectrum of objectives, suggesting a need for quantitative tools. Whether
health services might be ‘overwhelmed’ has emerged as a key consideration yet formal modelling of
optimal policy has so far largely ignored this. Here we show how costly interventions, such as taxes
or subsidies on behaviour, can be used to exactly align individuals’ decision making with government
preferences even when these are not aligned. We assume that choices made by individuals give rise
to Nash equilibrium behavior. We focus on a situation in which the capacity of the healthcare
system to treat patients is limited and identify conditions under which the disease dynamics respect
the capacity limit. In particular we find an extremely sharp drop in peak infections as the maximum
infection cost in the government’s objective function is increased. This is in marked contrast to the
gradual reduction without government intervention. The infection costs at which this switch occurs
depend on how costly the intervention is to the government. We find optimal interventions that
are quite different to the case when interventions are cost-free. Finally, we identify a novel analytic
solution for the Nash equilibrium behavior for constant infection cost.

Policymakers can manage epidemics using a variety of
non-clinical interventions that target behavior and hence
the rate at which the disease is passed on. At one extreme
this can involve merely providing accurate information
and/or conceptual tools to enable rational individuals
to identify their optimum behavior. More intervention-
ist strategies available to policymakers include subsidis-
ing preferred behavior and/or penalising behavior that
they wish to discourage. The SARS-CoV-2 epidemic has
generated much debate about policy, including how and
when to impose restrictions on behaviour. Policy is likely
to fall sharply into focus as the epidemic is analysed in a
historical context, informing our planning for future epi-
demics. The primary goal of this work is to establish a
proof-of-principle that fully quantitative approaches can
be used to help design optimal intervention strategies,
first in a stylised model but without obvious conceptual
limits to incorporating more faithful descriptions of pop-
ulation composition and behavior.

Dealing with an epidemic as a policymaker requires a
number of objectives to be prioritised and balanced. The
goal of limiting infections may justify restrictions on the
day-to-day social and economic activities of citizens or
subjects. A rational policy design process involves pol-
icymakers who are aware of the strategies that provide
the most beneficial outcomes, these being evaluated us-
ing quantitative metrics. Such an approach allows proper
assessment of the validity and parameterisation of these
metrics in advance, whether or not that debate takes
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place in the public domain. Less quantitative approaches
to policy-making risk incorporating further uncertainty
and may compromise the engagement of a public that
does not understand how and why particular outcomes
are being targeted. Our motivation here is to further
the development of such quantitative tools. Ultimately
we would see this as an aid to policy making but here
we are concerned with establishing a point of principle -
that it is possible to target outcomes that are optimal in
the sense that they maximise an objective function that
balances costs against benefits in the specific cases when
(i) these interventions can carry costs and (ii) when the
healthcare system has limited capacity.

This study is concerned with rational policymaking in
and for a society of rational individuals. There already
exists a literature that explores the behaviour of ratio-
nal individuals, in the absence of policy interventions.
These individuals are typically assumed to be able to
adjust their behaviour in the face of an epidemic [1–
7]. Broadly speaking, individuals may choose to limit
their social activity when infections are high, to avoid
the risk of becoming infected themselves, provided that
the health risks outweigh the social and economic costs.
In the opposite limit, little or no behavioural changes
are made and the epidemic is assumed to run its natural
course much as if the agents were unreasoning. These
studies are highly stylised in several respects, including
the use of population-wide mean-field compartmentalised
model and little or no analysis of the role of uncertainties.
While they have not yet been developed into the more
sophisticated variants needed to reorientate towards real
data they nonetheless lay down an important milestone
in demonstrating that such analysis is possible, at least
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in principle. It is generally straightforward to see how
such approaches can be extended to incorporate the com-
plexities of real data, mirroring the sophistication of epi-
demiological approaches that incorporate more realistic
household-level descriptions. This might include multiple
agent types with different risk and behavior profiles [2, 8],
spatial [9] and temporal networks [10, 11], seasonal ef-
fects [12], transmission heterogeneity [13] or agent-based
models [14–16]. It is also possible to include noise, for
instance in the control [17].

Perhaps the most fundamental common assumption is
that individual agents act rationally, i.e. to maximise
an economic utility. Although the limitations of such
approaches have been widely acknowledged, e.g. within
behavioural economics generally [18], this remains one of
the fundamental assumptions of modern economic theory
and will be adopted in the present work, noting that
conceptual tools could be provided to assist individuals
in identifying rational decisions. Recent methodological
advances have allowed the extension of these approaches
to establish the behaviour of individuals that target a
Nash equilibrium, rather than a global utility maximum
that requires coordination [1, 2, 7, 19, 20].

Different from such decentralised decision-making, gov-
ernments present an instance of centralised decision-
making. These will typically not aim for Nash equilib-
ria but for policy that is more socially optimal or better
aligned with political or national priorities. Recent inves-
tigations include [21] for SIS and [5, 22] for SIR models.
We note also the study by Li et al. [23] of population
behavior in response to public investments in the SIS
model. Subsidy and tax schemes can be used by a social
planner to decentralize optimal policy, i.e. to bring the
Nash equilibrium of individuals into alignment with the
global optimum [21, 24, 25].

Some recent studies have also focussed on the role of
healthcare threshold, e.g. in an SEIR model [20, 26, 27],
but not in combination with Nash equilibrium behavior
and costly government interventions.

SIR being a compartmental model with continuous val-
ues, it is impossible to eradicate the disease before reach-
ing herd immunity by infection or vaccination. This can
in principle be incorporated, e.g. by defining a critical
value of the infectious compartment below which the dis-
ease is said to have been eradicated [26], although erad-
ication is quite complicated in a global pandemic. We
neglect the possibility of complete eradication in what
follows.

Waves of infections are predicted to occur under cer-
tain circumstances, e.g. when fresh variants occur that
(partially) escape immunity or when social distancing is
a more ad hoc response to recent changes in the infection
and fatality numbers [28].

We focus on calculating the self-organised social dis-
tancing of individuals and the government incentives that
enable such behavior. We do not investigate other pos-
sible policy interventions such as vaccination and treat-
ment strategies, [22, 29], or isolation, testing, and active

Figure 1. Causal hierarchy of the model. Epidemic
dynamics are modelled using a simple Susceptible-Infected-
Recovered compartmental model. This informs all decision
making (black arrows). The progress of the disease depends
only on the behaviour of individuals, who adopt a behaviour
consistent with an infectiousness k(t) at time t (gold arrow).
Individuals may receive government incentives ε(t) (brown ar-
row) to modify their behaviour. They then adopt a rational
strategy k(t), corresponding to a Nash equilibrium, based on
some utility functional. The government maximises its own
value functional and intervenes with incentives for individuals
to realise this. This intervention process will, in general, itself
carry costs.

case-tracing strategies [26, 30], noting that these can be
included in future variants of models like the one we anal-
yse here.

In what follows policymakers are also assumed to be
acting rationally. They decide how to intervene so as to
maximise a government-level objective function. In the
spirit of a proof of principle we limit policy priorities to
three of the most obvious factors: reducing direct health
risks, avoiding excessive stress on the health care system
and mitigating the social and financial impact associated
with placing limits on individual behaviour. The primary
variables are: (1) the individual infectiousness k(t), pa-
rameterising the mean number of additional cases a sin-
gle infected individual would cause in a previously unex-
posed population. This is assumed to have a background,
or natural, level κ∗ > 1 adopted by society in the absence
of any behavioral changes, also known as the basic repro-
duction number R0. (2) A time-dependent government
intervention ε(t) that can be deployed to incentivise be-
havioural changes in individuals. For simplicity we ne-
glect the possibility of reinfection, although the present
framework can be modified to incorporate this. This is
probably the main point at which our formalism differs
from one that would be fine-tuned for SARS-CoV-2 but
we note that SARS-CoV-2 reinfection was not established
early in the epidemic, when policies were initially formu-
lated.
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Figure 2. Comparison of social distancing behaviour.
(a) Population behavior k(t), (b) government intervention ε(t)
and (c, d) dynamics of the disease s, i for a range of scenar-
ios with i0 = 3 · 10−8 and κ∗ = 4 throughout: a baseline
where there is no cost to getting infected, α = 0; the Nash
equilibrium for α = 400, calculated numerically via forward-
backward sweep and analytic solution; the utilitarian maxi-
mum for α = 400; population behavior for two optimal gov-
ernment policies, one being without cost to the government,
γg = 0, and one being costly, γg = 0.5, with α = 400.

EPIDEMIC DYNAMICS

The epidemic dynamics represent the lowest hierarchy
in our problem, see fig. 1, and inform all rational decisions
made by the population and policy makers. We assume
that the epidemic follows a standard SIR compartmen-
talised model [31] in which the fraction of the population
in the susceptible, infected and recovered categories, the
latter including any fatalities, obey the rescaled equa-
tions

ṡ = −k s i
i̇ = k s i− i (1)

ṙ = i

with initial values s(0) = 1 − i0 and i(0) = i0 at a time
t = 0. Here a dot denotes a time derivative and we have
assumed a single timescale for recovery and the duration
of infectiousness, for simplicity, measuring time t in these
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Figure 3. The rational behavior in the presence of a
healthcare threshold depends on the maximum cost
of infection. (a) The infection cost α(i) for a range of health-
care thresholds ihc, see eq. (19) with steepness σ = 300. For
comparison, two scenarios where α(i) = α0 (grey line) and
α(i) = α1 (black) are considered as well. (b1) Nash equilib-
rium behavior of population k(t) and (b2) infectious cases i
over time for α(i) = 100 (grey), for α(i) = 200 (black) and for
α0 = 100, α1 = 200 with ihc = 0.1 (yellow). (c) The peak of
the epidemic max(i) as a function of the maximum cost of be-
ing infectious α1 corresponding to the infection cost scenarios
shown in (a), with α0 = 100. (d) total number of cases after
the epidemic has run its course. (e) Duration of the epidemic
as defined by the time interval for which i > 10−4.

units. Since the following results do not depend on the
recovered fraction of the population, we omit it in what
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follows. The solution of these equations is shown for con-
stant k = κ∗ = 4 in fig. 2 as a baseline for comparison to
various scenarios with behavioral modification of k.

NASH EQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR

We imagine a small population of individuals, employ-
ing a different strategy κ(t), introduced into a large pop-
ulation reservoir employing strategy k(t). The probabil-
ity that an individual is in compartment j at time t is
written ψj(t) with

ψ̇s = −κψsi
ψ̇i = κψsi− ψi (2)

with initial values ψs(0) = s(0) and ψi(0) = i(0). These
equations are similar to eqs. 1 but involve the infected
fraction of the population reservoir i, itself a solution to
those equations.

The individuals will seek to maximise a utility func-
tional which depends on both their own and the popu-
lation behaviour, U(κ(t), k(t)). A Nash equilibrium for
a population of identical individuals is found when one
identifies a strategy κ(t) for which, when adopted by the
general population, individuals cannot find an alternative
strategy κ̃(t) that improves their utility

U(κ̃(t), κ(t)) ≤ U(κ(t), κ(t)), for any κ̃(t). (3)

The strategy to obtain explicit solutions, as described in
[7], is to maximise U(κ, k) over κ, treating k as exoge-
nous. Having identified this extremum, one sets k = κ
to obtain the Nash equilibrium strategy adopted by the
entire population.

We analyse a simple stylised form for the individual
utility with discounted utility per time u

U =

∫ ∞
0

u(t)dt (4)

u = f−t
[
−α(i) ψi − β (κ− κ?)2 + (κ− κ?)ε(t)

]
(5)

Here f ≥ 1 is the individual’s discount factor (equivalent
to discount time 1/ log f). The cost associated with in-
fection, including the risk of death, is written α(i). This
can reflect escalating costs when a healthcare threshold
is exceeded, e.g. as hospitals become full. The constant
β parameterises the financial and social costs associated
with an individual modifying their behaviour from the
baseline infectivity κ∗. Our choice of a quadratic form
here ensures a natural equilibrium at κ = κ∗ in the ab-
sence of disease and/or intervention. In what follows we
choose units for all utilities in which β = 1 without loss
of generality. Government incentives (if any), are written
ε(t). These represent state level incentives (or penalties)
designed to modify behaviour. For example, if ε < 0, the
government is incentivising cautious behaviour κ < κ∗

and taxing risky behaviour κ > κ∗.

We have assumed that all individuals have to pay the
cost of social distancing equally in contrast to other work,
e.g. [1, 22] where the cost of social distancing is paid
mostly by the s-compartment. Their choice is motivated
by the fact that only susceptibles can influence their fate
with their own behavior. Our choice is motivated by
the observation that no individual, regardless of com-
partment, can socially distance without incurring a cost.

It is numerically convenient to truncate the utility in-
tegral at a final time tf . Indeed this can be realistic if
associated, e.g. with the rollout of mass vaccination. The
contribution to the utility from the course of the epidemic
after tf is written Uf . Assuming the arrival of a perfect
vaccine at tf , which reduces the fraction of susceptibles
immediately to 0, the utility then reads

U =

∫ tf

0

u(t)dt+ Uf (6)

Uf = − f−tfα(0)
ψi,f

1 + log f

see SI for a short derivation. In this work we always
choose tf large enough so that if is extremely small (typ-
ically . 10−8) and Uf is negligible, although it is always
included in the solutions we show here, for completeness.
We note that the arrival of a vaccine or treatment earlier
during the course of the epidemic can have consequences
for the optimal behaviour [5]. However, in this work, tf
is assumed to always be sufficiently late for vaccination
to have no behavioral or policy consequences.

The Nash equilibrium behavior of the population
can be calculated within a Hamiltonian/Lagrangian ap-
proach, see [7, 32]. The Hamiltonian for the individual
behavior is given by

H = u+ vs(−κψsi) + vi(κψsi− ψi)
=− f−t

[
α(i)ψi + (κ− κ?)2 − ε (κ− κ?)

]
− (vs − vi)κψsi− viψi (7)

The Lagrange fields vs(t) and vi(t) constrain the dynam-
ics to obey eqs. (2). Furthermore, they can be seen as
expressing the (economic) value of being in state s and
i, respectively, at any given time. At this stage, the gov-
ernment incentives ε(t) are treated as exogenous. The
Hamiltonian equations for the values (also called costate
equations in the control theory literature) are

v̇s = − ∂H
∂ψs

= (vs − vi)κi

v̇i = −∂H
∂ψi

= f−tα(i) + vi (8)

with boundary conditions

vs(tf ) =
∂Uf
∂ψs,f

= 0, vi(tf ) =
∂Uf
∂ψi,f

=
−f−tfα(0)

1 + log f
. (9)

The Nash equilibrium strategy for an individual follows
from 0 = ∂H/∂κ and reads

κ = κ∗ − f t

2
(vs − vi)ψsi+

1

2
ε. (10)
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Assuming that all individuals are identical and would
all independently choose the Nash equilibrium strategy,
we can then conclude that the average behavior of the
whole population is identical with the Nash equilibrium
strategy, k(t) = κ(t). Therefore s = ψs and i = ψi, as
well as

k = κ = κ∗ − f t

2
(vs − vi)si+

1

2
ε. (11)

The optimal outcome of the epidemic can easily be cal-
culated for an exogenous government intervention field
ε. This is achieved by numerically solving eq. (1) with
boundary conditions s(0) = 1− i0 and i(0) = i0, eq. (8)
with boundary conditions eq. (9), in conjunction with
eq. (11). We use a typical numerical approach, a forward-
backward sweep [32] and choose i0 = 3 ·10−8 and κ∗ = 4.

This Nash solution is shown on fig. 2 for α = 400. The
Nash behavior leads to social distancing and therefore
a longer duration for the epidemic with correspondingly
lower infection rates and a smaller number of cases over-
all.

Analytic solution for constant infection cost

Fully analytic solutions for problems in epidemiologi-
cal control theory are very rare. This is because these
problems are intrinsically nonlinear both at the level of
the epidemiological dynamics and the utility functional,
leading to nonlinear control equations. However, we de-
rive below an analytic solution for the Nash equilibrium
strategy and resulting disease dynamics.

From eqs. (8) and (9), the value vi(t) can be obtained
analytically, if α(i) = α is assumed constant

vi(t) = − f−tα

1 + log f
. (12)

In addition, we obtain an analytic solution for the Nash
equilibrium strategy with f = 1 and constant α in the
absence of government intervention ε = 0 with tf → ∞
(see Supplementary Information for further details). We
obtain the fraction of those susceptible parametrised by
the fraction of those recovered (which increase monoton-
ically with time)

s(r) =
exp[−ar − 1

2br
2]

1−
√

πb
2 exp

[
a2

2b

] (
Erf
[

a√
2b

]
− Erf

[
a+br√

2b

])
(13)

with a = κ∗−αsf/2, b = αsf/2 and sf = s(tf ). Since we
also know that rf = 1 − sf (rf ), we can self-consistently
determine rf and thus the solution. In this approach,
time is parametrised as

t(r) =

∫ r

0

dr′

1− r′ − s(r′)
(14)

These analytic results are shown in fig. 2 where they can
be seen to be in excellent agreement with the correspond-
ing numerical results.

UTILITARIAN MAXIMUM

For comparison with the Nash equilibrium, we calcu-
late the best possible population behavior, corresponding
to the limit of full cooperation on the level of individuals.
This corresponds to directly optimising the population
level utility

Up =

∫ tf

0

up(t)dt+ Up,f

up = f−t
[
−α(i) i− (k − κ?)2 + ε(k − κ?)

]
Up,f = −f

−tfα(0)if
1 + log f

(15)

to find the optimal k, using eq. (1). If adopted by the
entire society this would yield the best possible outcome
for all. For convenience, we use the same variable names
for the economic values, even though their values will be
different from the Nash case. Then

Hp =− f−t
[
α(i)i+ (k − κ?)2 − ε(k − κ?)

]
− (vs − vi)ksi− vii (16)

and

v̇s = −∂Hp

∂s
= (vs − vi)ki (17)

v̇i = −∂Hp

∂i
= f−t[α(i) + α′(i)i] + (vs − vi)ks+ vi

with boundary conditions

vs(tf ) = 0, vi(tf ) = −f
−tfα(0)

1 + log f
(18)

The optimal strategy again follows from 0 = ∂Hp/∂k and
yields the same decision rule as given by eq. (11) for the
Nash equilibrium. In general, the utilitarian optimum
yields a higher utility than the Nash equilibrium, but is
susceptible to defection by individuals who can gain at a
personal level by adopting different strategies, up to the
Nash equilibrium, see fig. 2.

RESULTS WITHOUT GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION

At first, we concentrate on the case where the cost of
infection is constant α(i) = α and where the government
takes no role in the response to the epidemic, ε = 0.
This situation has been already discussed for slightly dif-
ferent utilities [1]. To appreciate the impact of optimal
decision making, it is helpful to first establish a base-
line: the course of an epidemic without any behavioral
modification, k = κ∗, see fig. 2 (grey curves). This cor-
responds to a situation where there is no perceived risk
associated with an infection, α = 0. In contrast, for a
moderate risk, α = 400, the population chooses a Nash
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Figure 4. Optimal government policy assuming a
healthcare threshold. (a) Peak of the epidemic as a func-
tion of the maximum cost of infection for a range of scenar-
ios where the (maximum) infection cost for either population
or government is varied: Nash equilibrium behavior of the
population, without government intervention for a constant
infection cost (black line, replotted from fig. 3) and with a
healthcare threshold at ihc = 0.01 (red, replotted from fig. 3);
with government intervention for a constant infection cost
(cost free γg = 0: green, costly γg = 0.5: purple) and with
a healthcare threshold at ihc = 0.01 (cost free γg = 0: gold,
costly γg = 0.5: blue). The circles mark the scenarios shown
in fig. 5. (b) Total number of cases for the scenarios shown in
(a). (c) Duration of the epidemic for the scenarios shown in
(a).

equilibrium with considerable reduction in their activity
k, which reduces peak infection levels and the total num-
ber of cases 1− s∞, with s∞ shorthand for s(t→∞), at
the expense of prolonging the epidemic. The utilitarian
optimum can target a scenario where the duration of the
epidemic is almost the same as for the baseline scenario,
with a smaller total of cases than for the Nash equilib-
rium. The higher the cost of infection α, the stronger
is the behavioral modification, see black lines in fig. 3.
As a consequence, the peak height of infections, fig. 3c,
and the total number of cases, fig. 3d, are reduced and
the longer the epidemic takes to run its course, fig. 3e.
The duration on which the behavior deviates from the
pre-epidemic value κ∗ is comparable to the duration of

the epidemic.
We express the fact that healthcare systems have lim-

ited capacity by having the infection cost rise near a
healthcare threshold ihc

α(i) = α0 +
α1 − α0

2
(tanh[(i− ihc)σ] + 1) (19)

with minimum cost α0, maximum cost α1 and a steepness
σ, see fig. 3a. If, during the course of the epidemic, the
fraction of infectious i approaches the threshold, the cost
to being infectious increases. This reflects the greater
risk of becoming infected when healthcare resources are
saturated. Here we choose a healthcare threshold ihc =
0.01, see eq. (19). In the following we set α0 = 100 and
σ = 300.

The rational response to a health care threshold can be
to invest in stronger social distancing than in the scenario
where the cost of infection is always high, i.e. α0 = α1,
see fig. 3b, even though the average infection cost is lower.
We find in general two Nash equilibrium strategies in the
presence of a health care threshold, see fig. 3. (1) For low
α1 it is rational to enact stronger social distancing than
for the case of a constant high cost of infection, α0 = α1,
as just described above. Still, the peak of infection ex-
ceeds the health care threshold, see fig. 3c. This scenario
is also characterised by slightly lowered case numbers,
fig. 3d and slightly longer epidemic durations, fig. 3e. (2)
If α1 exceeds a critical value which depends on ihc (and
to a lesser extent on α0 and σ), the rational strategy is
not to exceed the health care threshold but to remain
close to it. This yields less severe social distancing than
the constant α0 = α1 case, fig. 3c, with a higher total
of cases, fig. 3d, and shorter duration of the epidemic,
fig. 3e.

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION STRATEGY

The government’s objectives are encoded in a similar
objective function

V =

∫ tf

0

v(t)dt+ Vf (20)

v = f−tg
[
−αg(i)i− βg (k − κ?)2 − γg ε (k − κ?)

]
Vf = −f

−tf
g αg(0)if
1 + log fg

.

with fg a governmental discount factor and where αg, βg
and γg account for the different costs assigned to out-
comes, and interventions, at the government level. The
sign change in the intervention term means that incen-
tivizing the population can be costly to the government.
The pre-factor γg can account for how the cost of inter-
ventions can influence the government objective function.
We measure the government objective function in units
where βg = 1 without loss of generality and denote the
lower and upper limits of αg(i) as αg0 and αg1, using the
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Figure 5. Course of the epidemic with government in-
tervention. Government intervention ε assuming (a) con-
stant infection cost αg and cost-free intervention γg = 0,
(b) a healthcare threshold (HT) and cost-free intervention
γg = 0, and (c) a healthcare threshold and costly interven-
tion γg = 0.5; all for a range of ag or a1g, respectively, as
marked by circles in fig. 4(a) and listed in the legends of (g-i),
with individuals assuming that α0 = 100. (d-f) Equilibrium
population behavior k in response to ε of (a-c), respectively.
(g-i) Infectious i over time, corresponding to the behavior
shown in (d-f), respectively. Here the y-axis has linear scale
between 0 and 10−2 and logarithmic scale above that.

same sharpness σ as for individuals, see eq. (19). The
small term Vf again models vaccination at tf .

An important aspect of our work is that we investi-
gate the situation in which the cost of an infection can
be quite different for the government than for an indi-
vidual, α/β < αg/βg. This situation is highly plausible.
For instance, it is likely to be more difficult for an indi-
vidual to negotiate the right to work remotely than if the
government imposes these arrangements.

The equilibrium behavior expressed by eq. (11)
uniquely determines the outcome of the epidemic in the
presence of an imposed government policy ε(t). We can
therefore rewrite the SIR model as a function not of k,
but of ε

ṡ = −k(ε) s i

i̇ = k(ε) s i− i (21)

In this spirit, it is the government determining the out-
come of the epidemic with its choice of ε. The govern-
ment objective function then reads

v = f−tg [−αg(i)i− (k(ε)− κ?)2 − γg ε (k(ε)− κ?)] (22)

In analogy to individual decision making, we now have
an objective function and equations for the course of the
epidemic that depend on a single control variable, but in-
stead of optimising for κ, we optimise for ε. The Hamilto-
nian for the government policy requires the introduction

of two new values, λs and λi, (dropping most functional
dependencies for brevity)

Hg = − f−tg [αgi+ (k(ε)− κ?)2 + γg ε (k(ε)− κ?)]
− (λs − λi)k(ε) s i− λii

(23)

Then the differential equations for the values are

λ̇s = − ∂Hg

∂s
= iΛ

λ̇i = − ∂Hg

∂i
= sΛ + f−tg

[
αg(i) + α′g(i)i

]
+ λi (24)

Λ = − (λi − λs)
(
κ? +

ε

2

)
+
f−tg f t

2
(vi − vs)×(

is
[
f t(vi − vs)− 2f tg(λi − λs)

]
+ ε(γg + 1)

)
with boundary conditions

λs(tf ) = 0, λi(tf ) = −f
−tf
g αg(0)

1 + log fg
(25)

The optimal government strategy obeys 0 = ∂Hg/∂ε
which yields

ε = is
f t(1 + γg)(vs − vi)− f tg(λs − λi)

1 + 2γg
(26)

RESULTS WITH GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION

We obtain the government strategy with a nested
application of a forward-backward sweep of eqs. (21)
and (24) to (26). At each iteration of the government
strategy ε, we calculate the Nash equilibrium k(ε), also
with a forward-backward sweep, treating government in-
tervention as exogenous.

If government and individuals share the same prefer-
ences, αg(i) = α(i), and government intervention is free
of cost for the government, γg = 0, the optimal govern-
ment strategy ε(t) gives rise to the utilitarian maximum
for the population, see fig. 2 for an example where the
infection cost is constant. To achieve the utilitarian max-
imum, the ε field is used to bias the individuals’ equilib-
rium strategy in the presence of government intervention
away from the unperturbed Nash equilibrium to coincide
with the utilitarian maximum. If intervention is costly
for the government, e.g. γg = 0.5, then we find that the
government intervenes less, see fig. 2. For constant infec-
tion cost, the government strategy only weakly depends
on the infection cost, regardless of whether of whether
the intervention is costly or not. The peak of infection
is relatively insensitive to α in all scenarios studied here,
see fig. 4a, but the relaxation of the social distancing af-
ter the pandemic peak becomes longer with rising cost,
see fig. 5, with the total number of cases approaching the
herd immunity threshold ever more closely, see fig. 4b.
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If the capacity of the healthcare system is limited
according to eq. (19) (fig. 3a) government intervention
leads to a markedly different course of the epidemic
as compared to the Nash equilibrium without govern-
ment intervention , see fig. 4, noting the very differ-
ent variation in peak infection levels shown in panel
(a) with/without government intervention: Note the ex-
tremely sharp switch between policies that favour high
peak infection and those that track the health care
threshold as the maximum infection cost α1g increases.
At low α1g the government targets a solution with a
higher peak of infections, see panel (a), without neces-
sarily increasing the total number of cases, (b), at the
expense of a longer duration of the epidemic, (c). When
the maximum infection cost is high the government tar-
gets the healthcare threshold, albeit at a lower peak of
infections than the population would be able to reach on
its own. The crossover between the regimes depends on
the direct cost for the interventions, controlled by the
parameter γg. When the intervention is cost-free γg = 0,
the crossover occurs at a markedly smaller maximum in-
fection cost than for the case without government inter-
vention. For reference, we show the government inter-
vention, the behavior of the population in response to it,
and the course of the epidemic for a range of maximum
infection costs α1g in fig. 5. These results also markedly
differ from the government strategy that is optimal for a
constant infection cost.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Healthcare systems in general, and intensive care fa-
cilities in particular, have limited capacity. Assuming a
threshold above which costs rise as a result of the ra-
tioning of scarce (intensive) care resources among pa-
tients, we find that it can be rational to adjust behavior
so that infections remain close to this threshold. This is
a generic response when either the above-threshold costs
α1 or α1g, for the individuals or government respectively,
are high enough. However, the disease dynamics can be
very different under government intervention than with-
out it, see e.g. fig. 4a. We find that optimal govern-
ment intervention strategies undergo a sharp “switch”

from high peak infection numbers to a lower level, around
the healthcare threshold. Furthermore, we find that both
the maximum infection cost at which this switch occurs
and the form of the intervention adopted are sensitive to
how costly the intervention is to the government. For dis-
eases that have infection costs around the value at which
this policy switch occurs we anticipate that it would be
very difficult for policymakers to know whether to adopt
a high- or low-peak infection approach, particularly in
the face of uncertainties. It further seems quite plausible
that the risks associated with COVID19 correspond to
parameters that are rather close to this switch. This ob-
servation might help to explain why government policies
to tackle COVID19 differed so markedly.

Future work could include expanding our formalism
to noisy dynamics, noisy control, imperfect information
or to study the robustness of the control, similar to
[27, 33, 34]. There is also the intriguing possibility of
allowing individuals to directly influence government in
the same way that ε allows the government to influence
individuals. One approach might be to invoke a field
that is a proxy for political contentment, controlled by
individuals, that would appear in the government objec-
tive function. This could give rise to a formalism with
significant game theoretic complexity.
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Supplementary Information

UTILITY SALVAGE TERM FOR VACCINATION
AT tf

Assume that a perfect vaccine becomes available at tf ,
which immediately protects every susceptible individual,
s(t > tf ) = 0 and ψs(t > tf ) = 0. The SIR dynamics of
eq. (1) then reduce to

i̇ = −i (27)

Therefore, the population of infectious i(tf ) = if recover
as

i(t > tf ) = if exp[−(t− tf )] (28)

and likewise for the individual dynamics

ψi(t > tf ) = ψi,f exp[−(t− tf )] (29)

Since there is no danger of becoming newly infected after
tf , there is no reason to modify one’s behavior, κ(t) = κ∗.
Taking the utility defined by eq. (5)

U =

∫ ∞
0

u(t)dt with

u = f−t
[
−α ψi(t)− (κ(t)− κ?)2 + ε(t)(κ(t)− κ?)

]
we identify the late time utility coming from t > tf as

Uf = −
∫ ∞
tf

f−tα(i)ψi dt (30)

For t > tf , we assume α(i) = α(0) constant (strictly
speaking, in the case where we apply a tanh-form for
α(i), this is only an approximation but is accurate to
leading order in if � ihc � 1). This can immediately be
integrated to yield

Uf = −f−tfα(0)
ψi,f

1 + log f
(31)

The boundary conditions are therefore

vs(tf ) =
∂Uf
ψs,f

= 0

vi(tf ) =
∂Uf
ψi,f

= −f−tfα(0)
1

1 + log f
(32)

Assuming Nash equilibrium, the salvage term reads

Uf = −f−tfα(0)
if

1 + log f
(33)

ANALYTIC SOLUTION

In the following we calculate an analytic solution for
Nash equilibrium behavior for an SIR model and a utility
with constant cost of infection and a quadratic cost of so-
cial distancing, noting the a preexisting analytic solution
for constant infectivity κ, [31, 35, 36].

The Nash equilibrium k(t) optimising the utility eq. (5)
is given by the solution of

ṡ = −ksi
i̇ = ksi− i
v̇s = (vs − vi)ki
v̇i = α+ vi

k = κ∗ − 1

2
(vs − vi)si (34)

i.e. eqs. (1), (8) and (11) in the main text, with boundary
conditions s(0) = 1 − i0, i(0) = i0, vs(tf ) = 0, vi(tf ) =
−α. We have assumed that f = 1, α(i) = α constant
and ε = 0.

Firstly, we work with the integrated fraction of infected
cases up to time t, i.e. the fraction of recovered cases r,
defined as

r =

∫ t

−∞
i(t′)dt′ (35)

noting that i = ṙ. In what follows it is convenient to
consider an implicit form for the variation k(r). Because
r(t) is monotonic we can rely on a one-to-one mapping
between k(t) and k(r). The second transformation in-

volves defining K̇ = k i, hence K obeys

K(r) =

∫ r

0

k(r′)dr′ (36)

Equations (1) then lead to ṡ = −sK̇ and i̇ = −ṡ − i.
The first of these can be integrated to s = s0e

−K(r).
The constant of integration is the population fraction of
susceptibles prior to the outbreak, here set to s0 = 1 for
simplicity. Hence

s = e−K(r) (37)

The equation for i can be rewritten as d2r
dt2 = −dsdt−

dr
dt and

integrated once to ṙ = c0−r−e−K(r), with c0 a constant
of integration. The state prior to the emergence of any
infected cases has i ≡ ṙ = r = K = 0 and so c0 = 1.
Hence

i = 1− r − e−K(r) (38)

Integrating again we find

F (r) ≡
∫ r

0

dr′

1− r′ − e−K(r′)
= t hence r = F−1(t)

(39)
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with the origin of time chosen so that r(0) = 0. Note
that eqs. (37) to (39) (and the sum rule r = 1 − s − i)
represent an exact analytical solution to the SIR dynam-
ics under arbitrary dynamical variation of the infectivity
k, through K. In the late time limit t→∞ the cumula-
tive total of infections reaches its final value given by the
non-zero root of

rf + e−K(rf ) = 1 (40)

Concerning the values, we can see directly that vi(t) =
−α. For the value vs we have

v̇s = (vs + α)
∂K

∂r

∂r

∂t

⇒
∫

dvs
vs + α

=

∫
dt
∂p

∂t

⇒ log(vs + α) = K + const

⇒ vs + α = µeK (41)

with a constant µ. From the boundary condition vs(tf ) =
0 we can conclude

αe−K(tf ) = µ ⇒ µ = αs(tf )

⇒ vs = αsfe
K − α (42)

Now we can restate the equation for the optimal behavior
k as follows

k = κ∗ − 1

2
(vs − vi)si

⇒ ∂rK = κ∗ − 1

2
(αsfe

K − α+ α)e−K ṙ

= κ? − αsf
2
ṙ

= κ? − αsf
2

(1− r − e−K) (43)

With s = e−K and therefore ∂rs = −s∂rK we have

−e−K∂rK = −e−K [κ? − αsf
2

(1− r − e−K)]

⇒ ∂rs = −s[κ? − αsf
2

(1− r − s)]

= −s[a+ br + bs] (44)

with a = κ?−αsf/2 and b = αsf/2. This has an analytic
solution. The one satisfying s(r → 0) → 1, consistent
with our earlier choice of initial conditions, is

s(r) =
exp[−ar − 1

2br
2]

1−
√

πb
2 exp

[
a2

2b

] (
Erf
[

a√
2b

]
− Erf

[
a+br√

2b

])
(45)

Since we also know that rf = 1 − sf (rf ), we can self-
consistently (numerically) determine rf and thus obtain
the solution. In this approach, time is parametrised as
eq. (39),

t(r) =

∫ r

0

dr′

1− r′ − s(r′)
(46)

which can easily be calculated numerically.
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